
Immediately upon arrival unpack your seed potatoes and keep them in trays in a light, airy, frost free 
place for planting March/April. Plant into warm soil after frost risk has passed. Test by pushing your 
hand into loosened soil - if you can keep it there comfortably it is warm enough!

Chitting
If growing conditions are not suitable, seed potatoes which have started to sprout can be kept in good 
condition by placing them in a seed tray with the bud end uppermost to chit. Give maximum available 
exposure to light but protect from frost. A good chit is firm and green and will not knock off easily. 
Chitting speeds up growth and is particularly useful for encouraging the earliest possible crop but it does 
shorten the natural growing cycle at the end of the season.

Planting
Potatoes are easy! They will yield a worthwhile crop under a wide range of conditions. Traditional 
winter digging incorporating well rotted farmyard manure and trenching in more manure or fertiliser 
in spring undoubtedly produces the best crop but is very hard work! Why not try for reasonable yields 
with less effort? Loams and light soils don't need digging. Natural organic manures or composts can 
be placed in contact with the seed potatoes in a shallow trench. High potash chemical fertiliser can be 
placed on the surface after the tubers have been buried using a trowel or a bulb planter.

Plant 7-10cm (3-4") deep, 30cm (12") apart with about 45cm (18") between rows for earlies. Second 
earlies generally need a little more space while main crop varieties are traditionally planted 37cm (15") 
apart with 67cm (27") between rows. Large varieties like King Edward benefit from even more room, up 
to 45cm (18") apart. Fork between the rows to loosen the soil.

Growing
Earth up the rows 2 or 3 times using a rake or draw hoe before the foliage gets too extensive. This 
provides enough soil cover to prevent tuber greening and is very effective in controlling weeds. Water 
well in long dry spells. Spray with a suitable fungicide to control blight if required.

Harvesting
Earlies are ready 9-12 weeks from planting. Open flowers, if present, indicate that the first tubers are 
present underneath. Main crops take 14 weeks or more to mature. After natural die-back (or the removal 
of the foliage if blight has taken hold) leave the potatoes for 2-3 weeks in the ground to set firm skin 
ready for storage. As soon as skin is set lift the crop because the underground slugs are usually at their 
most active at the end of the season.

Why not try potatoes on the patio!
Choose a large pot about 30cm (12") or 35cm (14") in diameter and plant one tuber. This can be moved 
to a sheltered spot or covered when frosts threaten. Use a rich compost and be prepared to use a high 
potash liquid tomato feed. Water little but often. In larger containers plant approx. one tuber per 20 litres 
of compost.

Alternatively you can use grow bags! 
Reduce the length by 1/3 to give more depth and plant 2 tubers per bag. If growing this way, keep well 
watered. If any potatoes come to the surface, cover with more compost or black plastic to prevent the 
tubers turning green. 
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